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Minutes:
The hearing on SCR 4022 was opcn1:d.
SENATOR KILZER introduced the r1.~solution. (Writll·11 t1:stimo11y), I II.' pn.:s1:t1tl.'d an
amendment. SENATOR MATHERN: Ar!.! then~ p1.:oplc rcluctunt to movl! al1ead'! SENATOR
KILZER: Surveys and statistics indicate too many cases arc being treated with low salt diets and
the treatments of this disease ar1.: not sought.
SENATOR MATHERN moved the amendments. SENATOR Kl LZER sccoi1<.kd the motion.
Voice vote carried. SENATOR MATHERN moved DO PASS AS AMENDED. SENATOR
ERBELE seconded the motion, Roll call vote carried 6-0, SENATOR KILZER will carry tlw
resolution.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 4022
Paga 1, remove llnos 24 and 25

Page 2, remove lines 1 and 2
Ronurnbor accordingly
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Minutes:

C'hnirnrnn Prlcc..~ I will open the hearing on SCR 4022. We will hold until Rep. Kilzcr arri\'es.

WL'

will go back to SCR 4022.
Sen, Kilzer- District 47: Introduced bill. (Sec written testimony).
Vice Chuir Devlin: It appears to me that this is something that the medical community should

already be doing. If it is that important, why would you involve the state health officer, other
than to inform him of the availability.
Sen. Kilzer: The reason is because it is not being done as frequently as it should be. There are

many family prncticc doctors and some others who arc treating congestive heart failure with just
diuretics or just with low salt diets and things lik~ that. Too often it is not being instituted in the
out

patient setting and if it was it could avoid hospitalization. That is the reason for this

resolution.
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Clrninnnn Prirc: Any 01111.:r qul:stio11s'! /\nyom: clsc in fo\'or of' SC 'I{ •W22.

David Pcske - ND Mcdkal Assoi:iatlon: Sim:c \\'l.' arl.' 11wntio11l.'d in thc 1\·solutio11 ,111d silll'l' you
had questions about it, we didn't takc a position 011 this resolution. So I just want lo tell you tllul
2 sessions ago the licensing law was amcndcd and we supported the move to require physi<:im1s
to have continuing cdhcation for renewal of their license, Many states ar~ doing that. For years
we didn't think it was needed to be put into statute. We now have a small 20 '·our per year
requirement, most hospitals have a requirement that in order to maintain staff privileges at that
hospital the physician needs to obtain so many hours of medical education per year. There is a
national group the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education that has standardized
what the CMA consists of. There arc certainly movements to standardize and make that
requirement. We don't reject being involved in the res\.,lntion. We have various mechanisms

Wl'

can send out to our members on this problem,
Chairman Price: It is obviously physicians that arc telling you that other physicians arc not
attending the classes. Is there anything that your group is looking at for tcsti11g proftch:ncy, etc,
1
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lhcy arc not hcing used as
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Pcskc: I don't have any lirstlw11d inl'mmation on that issu1.:. I lhn't know that i11surnnl'~'
companies anJ not covering that.
Chairman Price: Anyone else on 4022, I will close the hearing

011

4022.

COMMITTEE WORK:

Chairman Price: I am not very pleased to say tlrnt we have to pass a resolution

011

this. whether it

be this or nutriction, or alternatives, just anything.
Rep, Cleary: I'll move a DO PASS,

Rep, Metcalf: Second, I echo your comments on this. I think the medical industry or somebody
is being irresponsible when they don't take care of these things,

Vice Chairman Devlin: My problem with the resolution~,;

:s because it involves the State I kalth

officer and it should really involve the State Medical Assol'i:1tio11 and whatcn·r doctors arc

involved, I just can't believe that is something that they arcn 't already doing.
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TESTIMONY AT THE COMMITTEE HEARING OF
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 4022
PREPARED BY SENATOR KILZER
Good morning, Chairman Lee and members of the Senate HurnJn Services Committee.

My n..1me is Ralph Kilzer, Senator from District 47, and the primary and only sponsor of
Senate Concurrer,I nesolutlon 4022. This resolution is ln(roduced at the request of a
client.
From a public health standpoint, tho medical diagnosis continues to shift with advances
ln medical treatment. As one disease or condition is conquered, and patients live
longer, additional diseases and conditions increase in their incici13nce and frequency.
Thus, over the last century, conditions caused by bacterial infections, congenital
anomalies, and even some types of cancer have markedly decreased In their

frequency. If you live longer, ln most instances, you will eventually have some type of
heart difficulty, and many problems with heart disease go on to congestive heart failure
Heart failure means that the heart is not able to perform its function of pumping blood
around the system. When this happens, blood backs up and cauties congestion. This
leads to the high number of cases of congestive heart failure that are listed in the
resolution from lines seven to ten.

In the l~st generation, very effective medications for treating congestive heart failure
have come to the forefront. Obviously the first treatment should be to attempt to treat
the underlying condition that may be causing congestive failure: however, in many
cases th~t is not possible, and physicians must resort to medications because of the
patient's poor surgical risk or intolerance of some of the other medications that have
been used in the past, such as diuretics and digitalis derivatives.
In the modem era, cardiologists now frequently use ace inhibitors or beta blockers. Ace
inhibitors have to do with the hormone ~dosterone. The treatment with beta blockers
has to do with lowering the resistance of the arteries and capillaries. This is an

oversimplification, but t~e guidelines are publishad in a 36~page document that was
developed by the Heart Failur'3 Society of America. This document does a fairly good
job of articulating the clinical guidelines of wtian and under whr.tt conditions to use tha~e
medications.
Thit; resolution would heve the health officer urge doctors treating con8estlve heart
failure to have available the guidelines published by the Heart Failure Society of
America, and for physicians and payers to prescribe and provide insurdnce coverage
for tht:, standard of care for using \hese treatment modalities. The resolution also
endorses the Inclusion of these two rnodalitios of therapy in the curriculum of the
medical schools. I'm certain that this is already being done.
Finally, the resolution asks the 8ecretary of Stste to forward copies of this resolution,
but not the 36-page Heart Failure Society of Anierlca guidelines! to the State Health

Officer, the Medical Association! the Health Care Association, the Long Term Carn
Association, and tne doniin::.lnt lnsuranue carrier in the stat 1.:i.
I do n0te that lhere is one portion that I would like to amend out of the resolution.
prefer not to get too muc:h Into a mandate, and therefore I would urge an amendment
that would remove the last two lines of page one and the first two linos of page two from
the bill. I would be happy to stand for any questions.

TESTIMONY AT THE COMMITTEE HEARING OF
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 4022
PREPARED BY SENATOR KILZER
Good morning, Chairman Price and members of the House Human Services
Committee.
My name is Ralph Kilzer Senator from District 47, and the primary and only sponsor of
1

Senate Concurrent Resolution 4022. This resolution is introduced at the request of a
client.
From a public health standpoint, the medical diagnosis continues to shift with advances
in medical treatment. As one disease or condition is conquered, and patients live
longer, additional diseases and conditions increase in their incidence and frequency.
Thus, over the last century, conditions caused by bacterial infections, congenital
anomalies, and even some types of cancer have markedly decreased in their
frequency. If you live long enough, in most instances, you will eventually have some
type of heart difficulty, and many problems with heart disease go on to congestive heart
failure. Heart failure means that the heart is not able to perform its function of pumping
blood around the system. When this happens, blood backs up and causes congestion.
This leads to the high number of uases of congestive heart failure that are listed in the
resolution from lines seven to ten.

In the last generation, very effective medications for treating congestive heart failure
have come to the forefront. Obviously the first treatment should be to attempt to treat
the underlying condition that may be causing congestive failure: however, in many
cases that is not possible, and physicians must resort to medications because of the
patient's poor surgical risk or Intolerance of some of the other medications that have

been used in the past, such as diuretics and digitalis derivatives.
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In the modern era, cardiologists now frequently use ace inhibitors or beta blockers. Ace
inhibitors have to do with the hormone aldosterone. The treatment with beta blockers
has to do with lowering the resistance of the arteries and capillaries. This is an
oversimplification, but the guidelines are published in a 36-page rlocument that was
developed by the Heart Failure Society of America. This document does a fairly good
job of articulating the clinical guidelines of when and under what conditions to use these
medications.

This resolution would have the health officer urge doctors treating congestive heart
failure to have available the guidelines published by the Heart Failure Society of
America, and for physicians and payers to prescribe and provide insurance coverage
for the standard of care for using these treatment modalities. The resolution also
endorses the inclusion of these two modalities of therapy in the curriculum of the
medical schools. I'm certain that this is already being done.

Finally, the resolution asks the Secretary of State to forward copies of this resolution,
but not the 36~page Heart Failure Society of America guidelines, to the State Health
Officer, the Medical Association, the Health Care Association, the Long Term Care
Association, and the dominant insurance carrier in the state.

I would be happy to stand for any questions.

